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Purpose
MARIA® is a novel breast imaging device that utilises the variation in microwave permittivity of
breast tissue to create an image of the internal breast structure, as described and demonstrated here [1]
and here [2].

Fig. 1: The MARIA® system, showing the microwave array underneath the bed
The design of MARIA® involves the participant lying in a prone position with her breast pendulous
through a circular aperture in the bed. The antenna array is housed underneath this aperture and rises to
meet the breast, ensuring a close fit with no compression via a hemispherical ceramic insert. Different
size cup inserts are used with MARIA® in order to accommodate a wide variety of breast sizes.

Fig. 2: A schematic diagram of the MARIA® scanning process
The purpose of this research was to collect information from participants regarding their experience
with MARIA® so that the patient acceptability of the technique could be assessed.

Methods and Materials/ Background
Between date and date 20 consecutive participants who underwent a procedure using MARIA were
invited to complete a feedback questionnaire at the end of their study visit. The questionnaire comprised
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of 9 questions and a free text box for additional comments. They were able to either hand the
questionnaire back to the operator once completed, or take away a stamped, addressed envelope to
return the questionnaire via post later. All participants opted to return their questionnaire to the operator
on the day.

Fig. 3: The participant questionnaire used during the research.
The study was approved by Yorkshire & The Humber Research Ethics Committee on 16 January
2019.
Results/Findings and procedure details
The response rate for the questionnaire was 95% (19/20 participants). After review of the returned
questionnaires, most participants reported a comfortable scanning experience (n=16/19) and found it
generally easy to position themselves for the scan (n=18/19). Participants also welcomed the fact that
MARIA® does not use ionising radiation, with 18 of the 19 responders stating that this was important
to them. Another key positive attribute of the MARIA® system is the lack of breast compression, which
12 out of 19 responders stated was important. When asked if they would recommend MARIA® to a
friend, 17/19 said they would, with the other 2 stating they were not sure.
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Fig. 4: The results from the research
A few questions were then asked about preferences when compared to other procedures. Nine of the
nineteen participants stated that they did prefer MARIA® to their mammogram. However, X
participants had not had a mammogram so were unable to select their preference. These responders
answered with “not applicable”. A similar outcome was found for comparisons to ultrasound, MRI, and
the physical breast examination, with some participants also stating that they would have whichever
procedure was the best for them even if that involved some degree of discomfort.
The free text box of the questionnaire enabled participants to feedback in their own words. Within this
feedback were several examples whereby participants made suggestions on improvements to the bed
design concerning the position of their head and neck, and the contralateral breast.

Conclusions
Participant questionnaires are an important source of unbiased feedback on the MARIA® device and
the scanning procedure that have not been well utilised to date. Many of the areas highlighted, both
positive and negative, are known to the company and participant opinion is vital for future iterations of
the device.
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This was a small study where the primary focus was the clinical research and the collection of the
participant feedback. Due to the small sample, trend analysis is challenging, but it is possible to see
clear areas where participants are expressing similar opinions. The low average age of the participants
(y=42.5) means that potential feedback on positioning and comfort might be more favourable due to
younger age.
Moving forward, all eligible participants will be invited to complete a questionnaire of their
experience after their scan.
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